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The French and philanthropy: 

New tools, new behaviors. 
   
BVA institute and Babyloan disclose together the results of an unprecedented survey about the evolution 
of French behaviors regarding philanthropy. When we focus on crowdfunding, we discover a strong 
interest among French people for this new philanthropic funding tool which seems to have a promising 
future.  

The main elements summed up in a 3-minute video: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The priority areas of action of French people as regards philanthropy: 

 
French people ask for more transparency and effectiveness 

Whereas French people admit that financial crisis and mass unemployment led to inward-looking attitudes and the 
reduction of the budget allocated to philanthropy (54% of them), 9 persons out of 10 state that they continue to 
carry out philanthropic actions. However, practices are changing: French are asking for more transparent 
philanthropy with measured effectiveness. While the donation of objects remains the most common practice (97% 
of the respondents), followed by money donation, other philanthropic practices recently emerged.  
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9NXsPdzWU_M


The emergence of philanthropic crowdfunding 

Among emerging practices, we can note that 17% of French people assert that they have already contributed to the 
funding of a philanthropic project on a crowdfunding platform, a recent tool however. As a comparison, only 2% of 
respondents assert that they subscribed to philanthropic savings, a famous financial product in place for several 
decades! 
 
The philanthropic loan, one of crowdfunding tools, seems to have a promising future: 27% of French people are 
interested in this new philanthropic tool. This interest can be explained by the advantages of this tool regarding 
transparency, direct allocation to projects and therefore effectiveness. Philanthropic loan is considered as a 
philanthropic action guaranteeing transparency (30% of respondents), empowerment (22%) and proven efficiency 
for recipients (19% of French people mention that). Feeling “helpful for other people” (23%) and “helping 
disadvantaged people to develop a project” (14%) feature among the main advantages of this tool through which the 
recipient is directly chosen for his project, and can be sure that the money will be integrally lent to him. Conversely, 
for 57% of the respondents the main obstacle when making a donation to an association or an NGO lies in “doubts 
regarding the real allocation of money to the cause or the project”.  
 

To sum up 

 9 out of 10 French say they take part in at least one of philanthropic practices stated below: 89% donate 

objects, 50% donate money to associations, 42% are volunteers, 42% participate in charity events, and 17% 

in philanthropic crowdfunding.  

 The cause is a major element taken into account to choose the project or the association (55%), the 

transparency (46%) and the expected effectiveness of the system of aid (26%) are also decisive.  

 The context of the crisis is quite unfavorable and maintains pragmatism and inward-looking attitudes and 

tends to limit budgets dedicated to philanthropy:  

“The current crisis forces us to save money on all budgets and therefore to reduce the 

amount of money dedicated to philanthropic actions”. 

“I try first to get by and the fate of people in difficulty is secondary to me”.* 
*More than 50 % of respondents agree with these two statements.   

 

 The participatory philanthropic loan: a system still little known but with a significant appeal: 12% say they 

know this system, 34% know what it is and 54% of French people discovered it during the survey among 

which 27% are interested. A section of crowdfunding considered as accessible to all (65%), easy to 

implement (60%), empowerment tool (62%) and with a multiplier effect (58%).  

About  
 

Babyloan is the European leader of crowdfunding dedicated to microcredit (2nd worldwide). Babyloan enables 

general public to lend from €10 to microentrepreneurs in France and in developing countries. The philanthropic loan 

is fully repaid by the recipient but the lender does not receive interests. Since 2008, more than €12M have been lent 

to 25,000 entrepreneurs in 16 countries and 4 continents, thanks to a community of 40,000 members. 

About BVA 
 

BVA is the third survey institute in France and features in the top 25 worldwide with a turnover reaching €90 

million in 2014. It is built around four departments: Opinion, Services, Mass Consumption and Healthcare. The 

Opinion department gathers around 20 specialists of opinion surveys, both qualitative and quantitative, which help 

its institutional, private or associative clients on political, societal or communication issues.  
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